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Abstract 
In this paper, we address the problem of deploying a wire along a specific path selected by an unskilled user. The robot has to 
learn the selected path and pass a wire through the peg table by using the same tool. The main contribution regards the hybrid use 
of Cartesian positions provided by a learning procedure and joint positions obtained by inverse kinematics and motion planning. 
Some constraints are introduced to deal with non-rigid material without breaks or knots. We took into account a series of metrics 
to evaluate the robot learning capabilities, all of them over performed the targets. 
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1. Introduction 
European industry needs new, innovative ideas and technologies in order to be globally competitive. The advent 
of Industry 4.0 set a new standard in terms of workflow and customization, and the companies need to be updated to 
these standards [1]. Agility is a key characteristic for industrial systems and the time needed for introducing a new 
article should be minimized. Production needs the flexibility to adapt to recurring changes and robotics is a major 
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resource in obtaining this goal. Traditionally, industries are more reluctant in trying avant-garde solutions, while the 
academic world is open to experimentation. EuRoC (European Robotic Challenges)[2] goal is to fill this gap, 
opening a collaboration between industry and academic world in order to solve industry relevant open problems in a 
new and innovative way thanks to advances in the robotic field. The final objective is the technologic advancement 
for the industries to be able to bring them closer to the Industry 4.0 concept. 
A key factor for the Industry 4.0 upgrade is the use of robots [3]. Nowadays, manipulators are employed for 
supply chains in which the same task should be accomplished several times in a repetitive manner. Tasks are 
programmed and encoded in the robot by experts usually coming from external firms and not daily available in 
factory. Therefore, robot programs are difficult to modify and even a minimal change could take a long time. Such 
time spending workflow is not adapt to the highly customized items commonly produced by Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs) to satisfy a limited number of customers. Furthermore, tasks carried out by robots are usually 
very complex and difficult to program, even by an expert. Therefore, the human operator knows how to perform a 
task, but he has not programming skills for programming the robot, since this is a very difficult task also for a skilled 
robot-programmer. Moreover, the tasks is often risky for a human since it involves the manipulation of heavy parts 
or repetitive actions. Nevertheless, in the majority of the cases, human operators can understood easily how to 
perform the task, even in complex situations. A useful solution could be obtained if the operator would be able to 
teach the robot how to perform a certain task, guiding the robot or showing himself what to do by using a robot 
learning by demonstration paradigm [4]. Many examples in the literature show the useful aspects of applying a robot 
learning by demonstration paradigm [5]. Up to now, several research groups have developed different paradigms and 
techniques, but only a limited number of attempts have been exploited in real industrial environments. Myers et al. 
[6] wanted to automatically insert a PC card into a backplane slot on the motherboard, treating forces/moments as 
the sensed inputs and robot velocities as the control outputs. Baroglio et al. [7] believe that robot ability to gain 
profit from its experiences is crucial for fully exploiting its potential. They analyzed several approaches and tested 
them in a classical industry-like problem: insert a peg into a hole. The task was performed while recovering from 
error situations, in which, for instance, the peg is stuck midway because of a wrong inclination. Neto et al. [8] 
presented a way to program a robot showing it what to do by using gestures and speech. The gestures are extracted 
from a motion sensor, namely a Wii remote controller. The Japanese company Fanuc is developing robots that use 
reinforcement learning to train themselves [9]. Fanuc’s robot learns how to pick up objects while capturing video 
footage of the process. The new knowledge is used to refine a deep learning model that controls robot actions. It has 
been proved that after about eight hours, the robot reaches up to 90% accuracy or above, almost the same as if it was 
programmed by an expert. With respect to previous works, we introduce two main contributions to the state of the 
art. The first is introducing in an industrial-like environment the use of a Robot Learning framework trained by 
means of visual information collected with no need for markers or special tools. The second is making Robot 
Learning and Inverse Kinematics work alongside in order to benefit from both methods.  
1.1. EuRoC challenge 
EuRoC project has been proposed in 2014 and it is accurately described in [2]. It consists of three challenges:  
• Reconfigurable Interactive Manufacturing Cell; 
• Shop Floor Logistics and Manipulation; 
• Plant Servicing and Inspection. 
The project lasts four years and it consists of a series of increasing difficult stages.  
For the Reconfigurable Interactive Manufacturing Cell challenge, five teams have been funded to carry out their 
projects. In a first phase the objectives were common: all the teams had to perform the same industry relevant task, 
i.e. automatic assembly a car door module [10]. During next phases each team had to propose and carry out its own 
project in order to address and solve a need of one or more end users. 
Our team’s (ITRXCell) end user is ICPE, a Romanian factory producing electrical motors. They need a solution 
for the development of an automatic electric motor coil winding and assembling. This goal will be gradually reached 
passing through several demonstrative phases as is shown in Fig. 1. The task complexity will increase from phase to 
phase, until reaching the desired goal in the last phase. This final stage will test the procedure directly in ICPE 
facility in a realistic production environment. 
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Fig. 1. Operation sequence. We start deploying a wire in a demonstrative peg grid, subsequently we move to the electric motors coil winding. 
1.2. Market impact 
Our team’s project aims to increase the competitiveness in the European electric vehicles and motors 
manufacturing. Automation is already applied at different levels in this field, nevertheless it is facing strong 
competition from countries with low labor cost. Increasing process efficiency would strengthen a very critical sector 
for Europe, as it is expected to garner $22.32 billion by 2022, registering a CAGR of 3.7% during the forecast 
period 2016-2022[11]. Once finished, this project will help European electrical machine manufacturers to face the 
competition of Far East companies by introducing a flexible process able to handle different motor technologies, 
types and sizes while reducing hand-made work, setup time and costs. Thanks to its flexibility, the process can 
easily adapt to new developed motors, without the need of expensive and time-consuming changing in the layout.  
Particularly, the removal of auxiliary special wire guides implies a reduction of setup times of the winding 
machine by 50%. The robotic-based system does not require any machining of new fittings for every new 
production batch. This will lead to an additional reduction of setup costs by 70%, mainly in terms of effort. 
The number of defected cores is expected to decrease from 0.5%, obtained with manual production, to 0.05%. 
This will further decrease the costs. On average, the complete realization of an electric motor will require a few 
hours, while up to now it takes a day. Furthermore, the slot fill ratio can be increased, reducing the waste of copper 
wire. This will result in the production of more performing motors, and the implementation of a greener production 
process. 
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the system structure and the task to carry 
out. Section 3 illustrates the methodologies used in the different phases. Section 4 shows the obtained results, while 
Section 5 summarizes the work and the achieved results. 
2. Task and System description 
The EuRoC project is divided in phases: Freestyle, Showcase, and Pilot. Each phase is related to a task with 
specific objectives and metrics to achieve, eventually related one to each other. The first task-oriented phase is the 
Freestyle and the work reported in this paper has been carried out during such period. In this phase, we focused on 
developing a solid learning system and a reliable human-robot interface. Indeed, the Freestyle objectives were 
agreed in order to put the basis of the following Showcase and Pilot rounds. The same approach will be used during 
the Showcase to wind up the stator coils of an electric machine and during Pilot to perform the winding directly on 
the stator. The key robot action is the winding motion around a fixed point as an initial step towards the final goal to 
wind the coil of a real electric motor. In the Freestyle activities, the robot had to learn an arbitrary path. The team is 
highly skilled in learning systems and this expertise has been exploited to teach the robot how to unroll a wire 
following a specific path in order to pass a wire through a peg grid composing different possible routes, as shown by 
an operator. The trajectory has been decided by a person not knowing the system to demonstrate the consistency of 
the approach used. The operator taught the selected path moving a tool in a natural manner to deploy the wire 
through a pin table, for a relatively low number of demonstrations. The user guided the copper wire through the pole 
grid using an ad-hoc designed tool maintaining the wire constantly stretched, and preventing the possibility of 
knotting.  In order to select a pole to pass through, the operator had to roll up the wire twice around each choice. The 
system recorded the covered trajectories by using a camera network composed by both 2D and 3D cameras. A 6 
DoF robot manipulator, equipped with the same custom wire deployment system, had to replicate the motion of the 
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operator and unroll a wire along the same path. The result is considered correct if the robot is able to replicate the 
pole sequence in the same order selected by the operator. Both the operator and the robot will start from a fixed 
position. The camera network system had also the capability to monitor the workspace by detecting and tracking 
humans. In this phase, the robot motion stopped as soon as a human being has been detected by the cameras in a 
danger zone around the robot, as a first step of a more advanced safely controlled environment. Moreover, the tool 
has to maintain the tension of the wire, while allowing the user to detach the tool for demonstrating the task and to 
attach it back on the robot when finished. During the Freestyle round, no sensor is integrated in the end effector, 
since the only aim of the robot is to copy the operator motion. More advanced features will be added starting from 
the Showcase round to improve the system capability to work within a certain tension range.  
As the robot deploys the wire, particular attention has to been kept in order to prevent the wire from getting stuck 
or break. To do so, it is important that the robot performs a human-like movement, choosing a smart way for moving 
from one pole to another, avoiding useless change of direction or turnabout. These observations have been 
considered by developing a learning by demonstration framework.  
 
 
Fig. 2. System setup. 
3. Methodology 
In our solution, we made Robot Learning and Inverse Kinematics work together in order to accomplish a more 
general and robust solution. The basic idea is to take advantage of the human capability to find a solution by simply 
looking at the problems, while leaving to the robotic system the mathematical computation. In our context, people 
can easily find the path to follow in order to pass through a series of poles, while it is very difficult (or even useless) 
for them to compute the robot joint positions to guide the robot end effector along the same trajectory without 
interfering with the copper wire. In order to do so, the set of useful information extracted from the trajectories 
performed by humans has been described by using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [12], while a Gaussian 
Mixture regression (GMR) has been used for retrieving an unified smoothed trajectory for the robot TCP. Therefore, 
the learned trajectory has been translated from Task Space, in the tracking system reference frame, into robot Joint 
Space by means of an inverse kinematic engine. 
During this work, we considered mainly three aspects in order to make the robot correctly reproduce the operator 
actions:  
1. Detect the selected poles in the right order; 
2. Find the best entrance and exit position for the pole wrapping; 
3. Make the robot deploy the wire correctly. 
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3.1. Poles selection 
Starting from the trajectory extracted from the camera network system, our goal was to detect which poles the 
operator selected and in which order. The information at our disposal was already transformed and projected on the 
2D plane, so the input data was a sequence of (x, y) coordinates of the tool position. The algorithm used was derived 
from the consensus algorithm. The solution of the consensus problem is the result of the agreement among a number 
of processes (or agents). The result we would like to achieve was the ordered sequence of poles selected by a person 
while deploying the wire. Basically, the consensus problem requires agreement among a number of agents for a 
single data value as well as our poles selection algorithm seeks at which poles have been visited and on which order. 
Some of the processes could be unreliable since the visual system has estimated them wrongly, therefore our 
selection algorithm should be able to confirm the information coming from a single trajectory point by comparing it 
with the others. In the same way, consensus protocols must somehow put forth their candidate values, and agree on a 
single consensus value. 
In our consensus algorithm, adapted for this particular case, we started dividing the grid in different areas 
belonging to the "closest" pole without overlapping, so that every pole is in the center of a square, as it is possible to 
see on Fig.4. The idea is to assign to each pole an afferent area homogeneously distributed. After the grid division, 
we performed a clustering operation, where each point is substituted with the relative pole area (Algorithm 1, rows 
6-7). Once we counted the number of points belonging to each pole, a threshold (defined in Algorithm 1, row 14; 
updated in Algorithm 1, rows 16-17) helps in recognizing the selected poles. The goal is to avoid  choosing by 
mistake areas where the tools passes without selecting the relative pole (Algorithm 1, rows 18-20). It is worth to 
notice that each pole can be visited only once in a specific trajectory. Considering the visit order helps in correctly 
detect the poles in the right order (Algorithm 1, rows 8-12). It is worth to notice that a preprocessing phase is needed 
to remove the still periods in which the tool is motionless in a fixed point. This case could alter the outcome, since it 
would result like many consecutive samples in the same pole area, seeming like as that pole has been selected. 
The poles detection algorithm is described accurately in Fig. 3. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Pole selection algorithm. 
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Fig. 4. Trajectory grid. 
3.2. Entrance and exit position estimation 
In order to avoid breaks of the wire or tangles, it is important that the robot begin and end his winding motion in 
the correct place. The correct place depends mainly on the previously visited pole. For example, if the previously 
visited pole is above on the left with respect to the currently selected pole, the tool should come from left. After the 
implementation of poles selection, we only know which poles have been chosen, but we do not know anything about 
how to practically perform the winding. In order to do so, we tried to exploit the human knowledge and expertise. 
Usually, a person is capable to understand which is the best way to reach a fixed point, also dealing with constraints. 
Accordingly, we can take advantage of the human operator knowledge and overcome the planning limits.  
Our goal is to compute the (x, y) coordinates of the start winding point and the end winding point. These 
coordinates are computed using a probabilistic framework. We used the start and the end winding point coordinates 
recorded from many winding tests performed by many different operators. The human expertise and knowledge give 
us the best way to overcome this critical issue in a probabilistic way. Furthermore, the use of many experiments 
performed by different subjects brings generality into the system, since every person could think to a different, 
although correct, solution. The use of several executions allows the achievement of a generalized solution, which 
takes into account the intrinsic variability in the tasks. We obtained such results by using a Robot Learning by 
Demonstration paradigm, able to build a robust model of the coordinates starting from a limited number of 
demonstrations. Another vantage of this solution is that it could be used also by unskilled operators, since no further 
information or training phases are needed. The interesting coordinates have been selected from the operators’ 
recorded tool trajectory. The selection has been made empirically since there is no need of high precision.  
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [12] has been used as probabilistic framework to predict the (x, y) coordinates. 
GMM is a parametric probability density function represented as a weighted sum of K Gaussian components which 
best approximate the input dataset. An advantage of using GMM is the few parameters needed to represent the 
whole model (i.e. the mean, the covariance and the prior probability of every Gaussian component), resulting in a 
lightweight representation of the movement.  
In order to build the probabilistic model we introduced two fictitious poles in the system: pole -1 and pole +∞. 
The first one represents the robot’s starting point, while the second one represents the final goal, both outside the 
pole grid. The collected information are sufficient in order to allow a mapping of every possible combination of 
poles, profiting by the grid symmetry. 
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Considering data collected from S subjects, each of them completed the task T times and for each task he chose P 
different poles. The total number of data sample is N = S*T*(P+1). A single data in input at the framework ζj , 1 ≤ j 
≤ N is described in Eq. 1. 
8},,,,,,,{ ℜ∈= yxyxhwhwj λλγγββααζ    (1) 
with: 
• hα , wα  respectively width and high position of the previous pole; 
• wβ , hβ  respectively width and high position of the current pole; 
• yx γγ ,  respectively x and y coordinates of the exit position from the previous pole; 
• yx λλ ,  respectively x and y coordinates of the entrance position from the current pole.  
•  
The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [13] has been used to optimize the parameters of the GMM by 
maintaining a monotone increasing likelihood during the local search of the maximum on the data. This approach 
enables an autonomous extraction of exit and entrance positions while maintaining an appropriate generalization. 
Finally, the resulting probability density function is computed: 
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with: 
• kπ prior probabilities; 
• ( )kkjN Σ,;μζ  Gaussian distribution defined by kμ and kΣ , respectively mean vector and covariance 
matrix of the k-th distribution. 
The number of Gaussian components used in the model has been estimated empirically, showing good results 
with K = 10.  
The Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR) [12] provided smooth and generalized exit and entering points for the 
considered poles starting from the GMM. Every exit and entering points and their covariance are estimated from the 
known visited poles using Equation 3 and 4. 
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η , the weight of the kth Gaussian component through the mixture; 
• }ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ{ yxyx λλγγ , the conditional expectation of },,,{ yxyx λλγγ  given },,,{ hwhw ββαα ; 
• 
kyxyx },ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ{
ˆ
λλγγΣ  , the conditional covariance of },,,{ yxyx λλγγ  given },,,{ hwhw ββαα . 
The generalized form of the motions required only weights, means and covariances of the Gaussian components 
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calculated through the EM algorithm. 
3.3. Robot movement 
Once the preprocessing phase have been completed and we have obtained the selected poles, the entrance 
coordinates and exit coordinates, in the right order. We had the complete information needed in order to make the 
robot repeat the operator task by using the inverse kinematics. We used Trac-IK [14] as inverse kinematic motor. 
The planner is RTT connect [15] from the OMPL library [16]. The planner includes an obstacle avoidance 
algorithm, in order to avoid the poles. We used MoveIt [17] as interface for planning and visualization in a virtual 
environment. After winding around every pole, the end effector is lifted a few millimeters, in order to avoid the wire 
from getting stuck.  
With our solution, once completed the preprocessing phase everything is handled autonomously from the robot 
inverse kinematics. 
4. Results 
Since the project is structured as a challenge, we had to obtain the correct result in the shortest time in order to 
gain a good score. In the final test, a person showed 5 arbitrary paths previously selected from an external subject by 
moving the end effector in a 25 peg grid for a maximum time of 1 minute. No special marker or material has been 
placed on the person or on the tool. The system recorded the covered trajectories by using only the camera network 
system. An automatic tool has been developed to extract useful data from videos with almost no human intervention. 
A very complex and robust user interface has been implemented. Metric I measured the mean time needed to 
compute the information provided by the camera network system after the demonstration stops. The robot learned 
each path and passed a wire through the pegs composing the trajectory. Learning frameworks are usually based on 
probabilistic models built from a series of previous demonstrations called training set. An initial training set of 40 
examples has been used as a basis to compute the robot trajectory. Anyway, it could not cover all possible paths, in 
those cases the model needs to be updated. Moreover, the operator should be able to check the validity of a novel 
demonstration as soon as possible. Metric II measured the mean time needed to update the model. Finally, the user 
should perform a low number of demonstrations to obtain the desired robot motion. Metric III measured the mean 
number of examples needed to learn a selected path in addition to the initial demonstration. Targets for each metric 
have been selected by looking at expectation of our industrial partner and taking into account the state of the art in 
the field. 
The time needed to compute the data recorded by the camera network was in mean 56.24s. We were able to 
provide an updated model starting only by the initial model and the data acquired during last demonstration in 2.20s. 
Nevertheless, the initial model was sufficient in order to compute the correct path during all the 5 different paths, 
resulting in 0 additional demonstrations. The system guaranteed high success rate, high responsiveness and low 
effort for humans. In fact, even in the worst cases, we over performed the targets by obtaining 58.21s, 2.21s, and 0 
additional demonstrations respectively for Metric I, II, and III. The results are summarized in Table 1. 
 Table 1. Final results 
Metric Description Achievement Worst case 
Metric I Time needed to extract the demonstrated trajectory 56.24s 58.21s 
Metric II Time needed to update the robot model 2.20s 2.21s 
Metric III Number of additional demonstrations 0 0 
 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we presented a Robot Learning framework able to acquire information from a human demonstrations 
by using only a camera network system. The framework has been paired to an Inverse Kinematics engine in order to 
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make the robot deploy a wire along a grid of poles following the same pole sequence as the human operator. We 
measured a set of metric in order to validate our system in accordance with the requests of a real industrial partner. 
We are going to use this system as a basis for the industrial winding of coils for electrical motors to be used in the 
automotive market. 
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